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o This paper describes the results from the ORMAK experiment. Particular em-

phasis is placed on loss processes. We conclude that l) the ion plasma is signi-

ficantly collisionless. The effective collision frequency (neglecting impurities

implies an ion energy diffusion loss rate (Hinton and Roseribluth ) of about a

2factor of six less than the value predicted by Artsimovich scaling which assumes

plateau regime behavior. 2) The actual ion energy containment times are only

slightly longer than predicted from Artsimovicc scaling but there is strong evi-

dence that the dominant ion energy loss mechanism is by charge exchange and the

diffusion loss may well be neo-classical. 3) Electron energy loss is ultimately

by charge transfer to the ion and by radiation.

The data on which these conclusions are based are presented and there will b

a brief discussion of the future plans which include heating by energetic neutral

particle injection now being installed and a modification of coil structure which

is around operation at 50 Ml.

I. Introduction ORMAK is the Oak Ridge Tokamak experiment. It is a relativ

ly fat torus with physical characteristics given in Fig. 1. Cryogenically cooled

coils are an essential feature of the design. Also shown in Fig. 1 are some typii

plasma parameters.

ORMAK has operated almost continuously since June of last year. There have

been a total of about 3500 experimental shots. At the time of this meeting the d<

vice is being shut down for Installation of two of four energetic neutral partial*

^Operated by Union Carbide Corporation for the US AEC.
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injectors which are expected to double the present pcwer input from ohmic heating.

This paper will describe the results from our experiments with particular em-

phasis on loss processes. Briefly we conclude that

1) The ion plasma is significantly eoliisionless. The effective collision

frequency (neglecting iMpurities) implies an ion energy diffusion loss

rate of about a factor of six less than the value predicted by Artsimovich

k

a scaling, which assumes plateau regime behavior.

2) The actual ion energy containment times are only slightly longer than pre-

dicted from Artsimovieh scaling, but we have strong evidence that the domi-

nant ion energy loss mechanism is by charge exchange and the diffusion loss

may well be neo-classical.

3) Electron energy loss is ultimately by energy -transfer to the ions and by

radiation.

In the body of the paper we will describe first the data on which these con-

clusions are based and then we will discuss briefly our future plans including a

£>rief statement of the plasma parameters expected from neutral particle injection

and from a modification of coil structure which should allow operation at 50 kG.

II. Results Ion temperatures are measured by means of a seven-channel neutral

particle charge exchange analyzer developed by Clarence Barnett. This analyzer, in

conjunction with a small computer, permits time-resolved ion temperature measurements

in typically 10 mr>ec increments. Spectroscopic measurements confirm these measure-

ments in hydrogen and give somewhat higher values in helium where charge exchange

does not occur. The particles measured were emitted in the mid-plane along a line

perpendicular to the major axis of the torus and at an angle of 30° in azimuth from

.the position of the limiter. Figure 2 shows the temperature as a function of time

at a fixed current along with other parameters of the discharge. The neutral

density inferred from these neutral particle measurements is quite a bit greater-NOTICE-
Tnls report wil prepared as an account of work
spoiuorad by the United Statta Govtmmtnt. Neither
th* United Statct nor tha UnlMd States Atomic Energy
Commotion, nor any of thatr employees, nor any of
their comractort, subcontractors, or their employees,
makan any warranty, expnu or Implied, or assumes any
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The ion temperatures observed imply a relatively high degree of

collisionlessness in the ORHAK device due to its low aspect ratio..

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the -effective eo-jb-lision ;̂ ĝ T?-tten-ey~v*. in

various devices. It is seen that ORMAK and the compressed ATC plas.ma
<X^w—It, ^JrJjt^ ^v^v-CU^ «»fc^vt ̂ i &Jd p^J^(Vl|**t'*fl/^?H«^«

have the lowest 'value of v* At this value of V* the neo-

classically expected energy diffusion coefficient is about f U of the

plateau value. In a typical computer calculation using Hogan's code

2.0 % of the energy deep in the plasma is lost by this means. If charge

exchange losses were not present and if all losses were by diffusion, a
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diffusion coefficient just slight'ly smaller than the plateau value w

be inferreu. We conclude that all ion losses are accounted for by

classical effects, i.e., principally by charge exchange, and that in

spite of the small value of v* and of the large toroidal curvature,

anomalous losses have appeared.

T-h-e-r-fl- is—firr_th_er_ evidence—th-a_t_fc.ka losj5

chamte-1—rs atT.eas£ tti-timateiry—hy—efearge-e-xxhange . Measurements wer

made of tha floating potentialAand energy flux to a tungsten probe i

sorted beyond the shadow of the limiter in the equatorial plane. Me

ments were—made~also~~of rh~e~TTora-l—ireatr̂ f lux—to—che—t-fein -stainl«ss~s~t

linevr—at— a—point—faT—fTTOTimre—linn'iter. These measurements implied

V̂  •"• 1) that the elect7ron temperature at large radius in the plasma (but

inside the limiter radius) was no more than a few eV; 2) the heat fl

to the limiter inferred from the heat flux to the probe is approxima

3 kJ assuming that the flux is uniform around the circumference of t

limiter and extends over its full radial depth; 34—i-f- heat—•

1 iue r were uniform -an-d—ttetd—tirer~value me a s u r e'd-̂ gf a pul-n t—1-2.0—d«-g re &s-

azimuth from the limiter, ahoitt 8 kJ—T?ytr3Tf bp—gtcc?©̂ in.t.e.d—f-o-r"j"=:"2f'); \^\a

total energy to be-acfeauji.ted—for~~'iif"a typical caseis "about "45 kJl-. '-

bj -U
energy does' not go (to thelim_i_t.e_r_-an̂ i---i"s"'~5crt a uniform flux to

liner,__.it_jnust;-ocxxuT--io-G-aily. If one calculates the particle flux ti

the limiter and assumes that these particles arc re-emitted and can

penetrate deeply into the plasma, the resulting energy flux from chai

exchange is compatible with the calculations of Hogan. 5) A furthei

conclusion from these measurements tis that the ultimate electron loss

mechanism is by radiation, since_ particle diffusion wtuild be-

t o<=tnê gffl-runa of lrhe-ltnoT--antl the electrons <

the limiter y*> -m*»--^w*Jjrf-t-nr^ t.rfH>«-f-<»-r n "jj^p.Lf_LiJjH'Ir am^'Ttt^^^. energy -t-o
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Ion temperatures also:iare_.mfe.asured~"s'p£-ctrbscopxcally. The neutral
„,„*».» — v — ' -

temperature evaluations are supported by Doppler .spjg,ctroscopic data,

except for radiating hydrogen atoms.which are frequently a factor of tw<

than neutral particle spectrometer data. Hydrogen atoms formed

l>y,-a charge exchange capture give a Doppier temperature 100-200 eV us in

,-ither x' 6563 A(Ha) or X 4861 A (Ha) . Helium discharges show He + ions t<

a*" DoppjLer temperature~o"f~200 eV, but sometimes rising to 600 eV in the

plasma decay, .based on. the-A-4686A line.—Carbon-and oxygen impurity li

in hydrogen discharges give-about 200" eV f ronT"^^(X 4 6 T 7 A ) and from

the' latter ion showin-g-ioffs 61 abrout 500 eV"**e^mperat"TTfe"duTing plasma

decay o The un u s uall y—hi-g h—ixnr̂ CB.Mprê r-a t~ur&g~'*Ot>'S'e r ve-d--*dTrriii-g»~p-l<a-sw a dec a

at t > 5. ms^c_sugjjesX43—th-a-t—Lon^s—in—fcfc-e—eo-re—may—&«—q-uijte__hot since re-

'a11 pa—s-peclra would be expected to dominate tn"e~p"3ras'rna ilecay *

Rotational velocities of the plasma have been measured both in

the poloidal and toroidal directions. The Doppler shift of an H a (6563

line, at a minor radius > 10 cm, was used. It was found that the rotatj

is poloidal during the early and late phases when the ions are cold, ai

becomes toroidal as ions are heated. Both peak velocities are roughly

5 x 10*> cm/sec. Both the magnitude and direction of rotation are corn

with magnetic probe fluctuations. .This result supports the interpre-

tation that the stripped ions at r < 10 cm are collisionless, since thi

theory predicts an absence of poloidal rotation in this case. ;

Electron temperatures are measured in three ways: by Thomson scat!

tering using a 10 Joule ruby laser, by JJremsstrahlung spectrum measure-]

raent, and by a two-absorber measurement of the Bremsstrahlung spectrum.

The principal tool is the laser. It permits a 3 point radial profile tj

be gotten 4 points in time and at 3 radial positions. The electron

temperature profiles at several values of discharge current are shown

in the next figure. For comparison, profiles are shown also for sever*

other tokamaks. The rather peaked orofile at 150 kA was obtained in
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discharges which were intermittently unstable. The value of q at the

A'
*^ iimiter in this case was 4.

^ Electron temperatures inferred from Bremsstrahlung measurements

are in agreement with the values obtained by Thomson scattering,
r J l

We can infer '^^oxo±^ai from these electron profiles^ and using an
parabolic shape for the ion temperature profiles. Values of

are typical for values of limiter q > c 5. We now are making direct

measurement of A from the change in toroidal flux. Values of fb^
a

obtained from these measurements are typically constant within <

during any one shot and lie between 0.47 and 0.52 for stable dis-

charge.

Thus in the sense that #DOioidai " °*
5 f*«**s pseudo-classical sc

"this scaling is observed in ORMAK. A typical result of simulation

calculations show\>44% of the electron energy going to the ions. Most

of the rest of the energy must be lost ultimately by radiation but

more work is required to understand the loss processes in detail.

Electron line density is measured using a 2mm microwave interfer

Looking vertically through the major axis of the torus. • «

Future Plans LjS*£^~-2-*-^ '^ ~ < - ^ t e ^ ^ - - ^ ^ - ? ^ A f ̂

The neutral particle injectors which are being installed at this

time are the subject of another paper at this meeting. An important

consideration is the implication of the greater-than-expected density

of charge exchange centers in the plasma for injection. The next

figure shows results using Hogan's code in this case. The heating is

less than was predicted when charg • exchange losses were expected to

be less important but v^wcv' ''•*** the temperatures e-Kp-e-c-fe-ed-wiii push thi

plasma far into the collisionless regime. In particular, in the Highi

Field caseAthe calculation predicts that synchrotron radiation will b

come a significant loss process.
3

The dominance of charge exchange losses seriously effect the pre

dieted plasma parameters in large machines being built, or proposed^ i

calculation of the expected plasma parameters in ATC were based on
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One possible solution to the problem &t> -enhanced charge exchange I

loss is the use of a divertor. We intend to build a divertor which wi

take the place of the present iimiter and will be installo-d at the tii

of the installation of the third and fourth injectors, scheduled now f|
to Wt

January 1974. In essence, the present limiter is^replaced by a cont^ac

liquid-helium-cooled coil having several hundred thousand ampere turns

Lines of force at the surface of the plasma will be moved outward wher

they will strike the coil housing at a point shadowed from the plasma.

Some—o-£ th-o—particles VJI 1 \,,h r.. puiâ e-d-—-Q-trE—o-f—fc-h-e—sjyis_tem.

0 1 h 6 r s - v i 1 T~re-=BTrtre-T—trtrn *u m -I« i-tipmn»A—pju-j

The High-Field modification is ba s e d ^ o ^ a suggestion by W. F.

Gauster that copper could be era-feted to the coils^without interfering

with access and without reducing the area available for iron core.

By this means we find that it will be possible to double the number of

turns in the coils and at the same time achieve a lower resistance tha

the present coils.
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Conclusions

The ORMAK experiment has achieved its initial goal -- to determine

the effective high toroidal curvature on a tokamak discharge. The

predicte/i advantages of low aspect ratio and large bore for penetration

into the collisionless regime have been realized. Anomalous losses

from trapped particle effects or from possible unforeseen effects of

high toroidal curvature have not been observed.

The ion transport has been reduced to a level where charge ex-

change clearly dominates the loss processes. Diffusive transport may

be neo-classical.

These results put the prediction of the effect of our future

neutral particle injection experiment on a firmer basis. The ex-

pectation is a deep penetration into the collisionless regime with

kilovolt ion temperatures.


